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Introduction
The objective of this manual is to describe and report the results of the work performed in
the context of the project titled “Creation of a Digital Data Base for the Assessment of the
Seismic Risk”. The main outcomes of this work are specifically focused on the design and
implementation of a Monuments Database and its Web interface. The web interface will be
extensively described in order to assist users in efficiently interacting with the developed
system.
The main goal of the created database is to include both seismological data as well as data
concerning estimation of the vulnerability for the three categories of monuments
(Archaeological, Byzantine, Recent), in combination with GIS applications. The main difficulty
of this action was to define the notion of a monument that may refer either to a simple
recent building or to a more complex system like an archaeological site containing a number
of monuments. For this reason each monument is uniquely characterized by a specific
geographic location or an area when it registered for the first time in the database. The
monument is a general class that can contain one or more autonomous constructions in its
area. For example, the archaeological site of Nemea contains a stadium, the Temple of Zeus
and a museum. Therefore, we consider Nemea site as a group of monuments in which a
unique identifier (ID) is assigned and treated as a parent class that can contain one or many
Autonomous constructions like the Temple of Zeus and other buildings.
In order to further define an Autonomous Construction we have used and enriched
Lagomarsino[1] classification as described below:










A: This category collects architectonic assets with two main bearing structural
elements: vertical walls and horizontal floors or roofs. If they are properly connected,
mutual cooperation between the structural elements allows the building to behave as a
box or a number of boxes
AB: This category collects complex architectonic assets, which are characterized by wide
spaces with few inner walls, with or without colonnades, connected to the perimetric
walls with intermediate floors or roofs, or with additional box structures around the
main wide space
B: This category collects architectonic assets which are characterized by wide spaces
without intermediate floors and few inner walls. Independent damage mechanisms
occur in the different parts of the building, and it is often possible to recognize specific
structural macro-elements (façade, triumphal arch, apse, dome, transept, etc.). It refers
mainly to large scale structures
C: This category collects architectonic assets in which the vertical dimension prevails on
the other ones. Since usually, these buildings are characterized by significant
slenderness, their seismic response may be assumed as a global flexural behavior.
D: This category collects architectonic assets with long free standing columns / piers /
walls with or without beams / arches / vaults /buttresses forming mainly a plane
structural element. Their seismic response may be assumed as an out of plane flexural
behavior










E: This category collects massive constructions in which the wide thickness of walls, if
compared to other dimensions, does not allow the idealization as plane structural
element. Local failure occurs as, for example, the detachment of external leaf.
Geotechnical aspects play as well important role.
F: This category collects single isolated architectonic assets, which do not delimit an
interior space.
G: This category refers to historical centers, or other clusters of buildings made of
ordinary buildings’ aggregates, which assume the relevance of cultural heritage asset as
whole in the urban context. The seismic response must consider the interaction among
adjacent buildings.
H: This category refers to archaeological sites consisting of ordinary masonry remains of
small height which are mainly vulnerable to environmental threats other than
earthquakes
I: This category refers to underground structures, often constructed with the cut-andcover procedure, or structures carved in soft bedrock or caves. In these particular
structures the geotechnical aspect is of main importance.

As shown in the figure below, a Monument can contain many Autonomous constructions,
which belong to a Structural category of Lagomarsino. Then each Autonomous Construction
is divided in levels/floors. Each floor can contain i) vertical elements like walls, ii) horizontal
elements (floors/roofs), iii) foundation, iv) openings, v) arcades and vi) columns and pillars.
For each of these elements (if present) the user should report possible damages,
construction materials and later interventions in order to create a analytic report that can
lead to automatic vulnerability (seismic) evaluation of the whole construction. Finally, in the
image below, a list of environmental factors that can generally affect the vulnerability
(seismic) evaluation of the monument like proximity of the monument to seismic faults,
rivers, waterbeds etc. can be observed.
EPPO database is based on Postgres Version 9.5.0 with PostGIS 2.2.0, a configuration that
meets the need for supporting spatial objects like points, lines and polygons. The web
interface is built on Drupal.
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Figure 1 – Analysis of a monument to sub-classes
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1. Web Interface
Web Interface (E-monuments) allows accessing the database remotely in an efficient way by
first invoking a Web browser. Access is granted only to authorized users. Each user inside Emonuments can search the monuments that have been recorded in the database, update
fields or insert a new record for a monument. The web interface is hosted temporally in the
following link: http://oasp.codefactory.mobi/ and will shortly be transferred to a production
node of EPPO.

2. Login Functionality
In order to connect to the E-monuments service, authorized users should enter their unique
credentials, i.e. username and password in the relevant fields as shown in the image below
and then press the “Login” button.

Figure 2- Login Page

If a user has forgotten the login credentials, then he/she can select the link "Forgot your
password". A new page opens and the user should
enter their email address which was used in the
registration (see section “User Registration”).

Figure 3 – Forgot password

3. User Registration
If a user has not used the E-monuments service before, then he/she should follow the link
“Register a new account”. The user needs to fill in the details as shown in the figure 4. The
requested fields are the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Name/Surname
Username
Email address
Working organization
Working Field

When the user press the button “Create new account”, then all the requested details are
forwarded to the EPPO in order to be checked and confirmed. After the confirmation
procedure, an email will be sent back to the user that will contain the login credentials, i.e.
username and password.

Figure 4 – Register new user

4. Home Page
The home page of E-monuments has two main sections: 1) a left navigation pane and 2) a
map. The navigation pane contains all the functionalities offered to the user:






Monuments List: a list of all the registered monuments. It also provides a search
functionality based on certain criteria
New Report: Add a new monument report
FAQ : Frequently Asked Questions
My account : User’s account page
Log out : Logout from E-monuments service
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The map contains all the monuments that have been added to the database represented as
markers . Each marker is clickable. With one click on the marker the name of the relevant
marker is previewed; the name is a link to the whole report of the monument. The user can
change the focus on the map (zoom-in/zoom-out) with the two buttons on the upper left
corner (+/-). The map is also dragged to the indicated direction of the mouse. In the upper
right corner user can select a preferable language, i.e. either Greek or English.

5. Monuments List
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2

Figure 5 – Search monuments page

The user has two options for searching a monument: either search for a monument based
on specific criteria or search through the full list of monuments. When a user selects an
option then the search engine will automatically filter the monuments list based on the
selected options. The options of the criteria are displayed in the table below.
Name
Current Use

Insert the name of the monument or some keywords
of its name
Agriculture - livestock building
Handicraft - Industrial building
Ruins (visited)
Administration Building
Hospital – Infirmary
Memorials
Infrastructure
Defensive Place
Training Place

Ownership

Lagomarsino Category

District

Educational place
Living Place
Worship Place
Entertainment Place
Other
No use
Greek Public Sector
Local Authority
Legal Entity of Church
Public-law legal person
Private-law legal person
Civilian
Other
A
AB
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
Eastern Macedonia and Thrace
Attiki
North Aegean
Western Greece
Western Macedonia
Epirus
Thessaly
Ionian Islands
Central Macedonia
Crete
South Aegean
Peloponnisos
Continental Greece

The user can also overview the full list of the monuments and select the desired monument
as shown in figure 5 (2).

6. Add New Report of a Monument/ Archeological Areas
Similar to the recording process of a monument, the user should complete specific forms
describing several properties of a monument/archeological area. Each monument report
contains at least the following forms:
1. Generic information
2. Environmental Factors
3. Autonomous Construction assigned to only one Lagomarsino[1] Category

a. Level
i. Vertical elements
ii. Horizontal Elements
Each form is described in the relevant section. The forms constitute the minimum set in
order a report to be considered complete. When a user completes a form then he/she can
either save the form and return to the home page or save and continue with the next form.
If a user does not complete at least 3 aforementioned forms for the monument, the report
will appear as incomplete in “User Account” page.

6.1 Generic information form
This form is based on maintaining compatibility with the required information of Hellenic
Archaeological Cadastre of the Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs, Culture and
Sports. The user should enter a name of the monument/ archaeological place, a description,
dimensions (length, width, height and land area), spatial details, protections legal status and
its use. The user can add some files and images related to the monument in general.
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Figure 6 – Main Form of Generic Information of a Monument

Geospatial drawing functionality is also provided. At the geographic location section, the
user can draw a line, a point or a polygon in order to
define the exact area. The user can select with one click
any shape (line, point, polygon) form the column at the
right of the map. Then, the user can draw the selected
shape and this shape is permanently drawn on map with
a double click. Instructions are previewed during the
drawing phase. If a user wants to remove the shape
from the map then, he/she should select by clicking on
the “arrow” button the related shape and then press the
“trash” button.

Figure 7 – Drawing Tool

6.2 Environmental Factors
The various sections of the “Environmental factors” page
are shown in the next Figure. A prerequisite field is the
title of this form. The monument name, in which this
form belongs, is pre-filled. Environmental factors are
divided into 5 main subsections:
1. Seismic Activity: information for seismic activity
of the general are requested like existence of
seismic faults or to record previous earthquakes
(a)
2. Hydrological data: information related to floods,
underground water tables etc.
3. Geological data- wider territorial formations: Figure 8- Seismic Activity section
data for the formation of ground and area are
needed

4. Other Environmental Factors: this section is mostly devoted to pollutants, e.g.
atmospheric, chemical, electromagnetic radiation and others.
5. Neighboring Buildings – Constructions: information related for the neighboring
buildings of the monument (if they exist) and their characteristics (Figure 9).

Figure 9 - Neighboring Buildings – Constructions section

6.3 Autonomous Construction
An autonomous construction is uniquely defined by a Lagomarsino Category. In case of a
simple building then the monument and the autonomous construction are matching.
However this is not the case for a complex structure like a church. For example a church may
consist of the main temple (Lagomarsino category AB) and two bell towers (Lagomarsino
category C). Therefore the user can register 3 different autonomous constructions, i.e. the
temple, south bell tower and north bell tower in order to describe the damages and the
status of these constructions.

Figure 10 – Creation of Autonomous Construction

Each autonomous construction has several elements per level. The notion of level in our
case corresponds to floors (first, second, third, underground etc.). For each level, the user
can add an analytic form, which includes the material and the damages of core elements like

the vertical elements (walls) and the horizontal elements (roofs and floors). It can also add if they exist- reports for foundation, openings, arcades and columns and pillars.
The form of its elements is divided in 8 basic categories for description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Structural type
Structural form
Structural method
Materials of initial construction
Section Dimensions
Connections – Supports
Later inerventions
Damages
Additional Remarks
Images
Files

The content of these categories is based on previous selections and more specifically on the
structural type. For example, for vertical bearing elements if a user selects the option for the
structural type “Stone Masonry ”, the option for the structural form are i) Plastered Rubble
masonry, ii) Pointed rubble masonry, iii) Isodomum/reticulated masonry, iv) Banded
masonry, opus mixtum, v) Cloisonne vi) Reccessed brick technique vii) Not known. a user
selects the option for the structural type “Baked brick masonry”, the option for the
structural form are i) With decorative patterns, ii) Plastered brick masonry, iii) Pointed brick
masonry and iv) Not known. In addition the previous selections trigger the creation of
questions for each element.

Figure 11 – Differences of the vertical elements form based on different selection for structural type

Key section for each element is the Damages report. The user can select a new damage by
clicking the button “Add new damage” and a new block appears, as shown in Figure 12. The
main fields for a new damage record are the name of the damage, i.e. field “Title”, a

dropdown menu in which the user selects the specific damage based on the element
structure (figure 12 – steps 2 and 3) and the description field, which is a text box. When a
user saves a damage record, this record appears in the form as single record. A simple user
cannot delete a damage record. Delete functionality is assigned only to the administrator of
the E-monuments.

Figure 12 – Add new damage

7. Edit a report
The user can search a monument or an autonomous construction and edit some fields like
damages or later interventions. A user cannot delete any reports or damages. The search
functionality is the same as described in “Monuments List” section.

8. User Account
The user can overview the monuments that have been added to the E-monuments Service
by him/her. The user can overview the pending forms in order to continue the editing
process. If a monument has pending issues the following fields are shown in Table 1.
Name_of_the_belonging_monument
No environmental factors
No structural systems
Table 1 – Indication if a monument has no entries

Users are divided in two main roles: authorized and administrators. Authorized users can
search a monument, add and edit reports. Administrators can delete fields or forms from
any monument after user’s request.
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